
SÜNNER HEFEWEIZEN

Nothing says summer more than the restoring affects of sipping a 

hefeweizen on a hot day. The style has a great history from its con-

ception in Bohemia, and was fashioned for easy-drinking with a hint 

of luxury. Meanwhile, the rest of the World had a sort of love-hate 

relationship with it. That is until recently, when big name companies 

began to market the beer with an orange wedge, and cashed in on 

the summer craze of a great patio beer in a really nice glass.

While the Sünner Brauerei is located in the city of Cologne, Ger-

many, a region known more for their history of the kölsch style, they 

have known for years that they need a good ‘hefe’ on the menu. 

Hefeweizens are made with a predominantly wheat based malt 

(weizen) which gives them a silky-smooth mouthfeel, combined with 

a yeast profile that is unmistakable. Enjoy soon, the season is now to 

drink this down, chilled to 6 C.
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HOW IT LOOKS
Opens with very active carbonation and pours a hazy, 

light golden brew that reveals a snow white head 

with good retention.

HOW IT SMELLS
The infinitely famous nose of a hefeweizen: banana, 

clove and wheat. We definitely find all the compo-

nents here on the nose, but they are showcased with 

restraint and balance. In the end, producing a more 

elegant version than we are used to.

FOOD PAIRING
All those little bubbles scrubbing the roof of your 

mouth will allow for your next bite to be fresh with 

flavour. A nice mandarin salad with toasted almonds, 

goat cheese, fresh peppers, and a vinaigrette made 

with Champagne vinegar.

HOW IT TASTES
Again, the taste follows the nose and offers us a 

mimicked palate of banana and clove predomi-

nantly being featured. The medium-light mouthfeel 

that follows is exquisite. The brew starts soft and 

silky, but finishes crisp and clean. Along the way, it 

reveals some additional fruit esters of peach, lemon 

and slight nectarine. The trick with summer brews 

is to find ones that still showcase interest, and this 

easy quaffer does!

LOVE THIS BEER?
Order more online at exclusive member 

prices. www.canadacraftclub.ca

RETAIL PRICE $12.99

CLUB PRICE $7.49

ABV
4.9%

IBU 
NA

ML
650

MALTS: PREDOMINANTLY RHINE-GROWN WHEAT

HOPS: UNDISCLOSED


